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ABSTRACT
Qualtech Systems, Inc. (QSI)’s integrated tool set, consisting
of TEAMS-Designer® and TEAMS-RDS® provides a
comprehensive digital twin-driven and model-based systems
engineering approach that can be deployed for fault
management throughout the equipment life-cycle – from its
design for fault management to condition-based maintenance
of the deployed equipment. In this paper, we present QSI’s
approach towards adapting and enhancing their existing
model-based systems engineering (MBSE) approach towards
a comprehensive digital twin that incorporates constructs
necessary for development of a Process Failure Mode, Effects
and Criticality Analysis (P-FMECA) and integrates that with
an equipment Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis
(FMECA). The paper will discuss the various levels of
automation towards incorporation of these model constructs
and their reuse towards automation of the development of the
different digital twins, and subsequently the automatic
generation of the combined Process and Equipment FMECA.
This automated ability to develop the integrated FMECA that
incorporates both Process-level Failure Modes and
Equipment-level Failure Modes allows the system designer
and operators to correlate and identify process failures down
to their root causes at the equipment-level, thereby producing
_____________________
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a comprehensive actionable systems-level view of the entire
Smart Manufacturing facility from a fault management
design and operations perspective. The paper presents the
application of this novel technology for the Advanced Metal
Finishing Facility (AMFF) at the Warner-Robins Air
Logistics Complex (WR-ALC) in Robins Air Force Base,
Georgia, as part of WR-ALC’s initiative towards modelbased enterprise (MBE) and smart manufacturing.
1. INTRODUCTION
A modern automated complex manufacturing process
comprises different sets of equipment working in concert on
the products being manufactured as they make their way
through the processing line to their desired form, fit and
function. Each of these manufacturing processing lines with
intricate dependencies between the process and the
equipment results in a challenging environment for timely
failure detection, accurate failure identification and
corresponding mitigation.
As an example, consider a modern automated metal finishing
facility for aircraft parts manufacturing or overhaul. The
controllers for such manufacturing processes execute a large
set of well-orchestrated sequences of processes such as
cleaning, etching, rinsing, metal stripping, deoxidizing or pH
neutralizing, coating, plating and others. Each of these
processes executed correctly in sequence leads to the finished
metal product that can pass various acceptance tests including
visual inspections, corrosion resistance checks, adhesion tests
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etc. Any failure of these tests can lead to the rejection of not
just that specific part but can also lead to the condemnation
of the entire batch making such failures extremely expensive
(communicated by AMFF engineers). The above failures can
occur due to a whole host of factors that may include
environmental factors such as incorrect temperature control,
humidity control and process-related factors such as
inadequate processing times, incorrect solution composition
and contamination, as well as equipment-level failures which
may have direct causal relationship with the aforementioned
factors (communicated by AMFF engineers).
A thorough understanding of these process-level failures and
their potential association with equipment-level failures and
their effects on the finished product is essential to set up
appropriate monitoring and preventive management of those
failure effects. For effective failure management, which
includes timely intervention to prevent critical failures as
well as timely mitigation of unanticipated failures, the
understanding and documenting of process-level and
equipment-level failure modes and their effects is an essential
first step in ensuring that an adequate failure management
system can be put in place. An effective failure management
system ensures continuous manufacturing operations and
most importantly, that the finished product satisfies all
requirements and passes all acceptance tests for it to be
deployed. Failures that are not understood and not
documented will likely not be adequately detected, and their
root-cause(s) identified, isolated and corrected in a timely
manner. This can lead to significant loss of material, time and
resources for the facility and can even halt the production
process. Thus, the first and foremost need that is essential for
efficient and reliable operations at any modern

function related specifications. Hence, the development of an
accurate FMECA that relates equipment failures that
manifest as effects in terms of defects in the product being
manufactured, is a first step.
A prior publication by Ghoshal et. al, 2019, titled “An
integrated model-based approach for FMECA development
for Smart Manufacturing Applications” and presented at the
PHM Society’s 2019 conference described QSI’s causeeffect multi-function model-based systematic approach
towards automated development of documents such as the
FMECA, Dependency Analysis and Fault Trees for the
identification of equipment-level failures, their propagation
through the manufacturing system and the manifestation of
those failures as undesirable effects during equipment
operation. The current paper – a follow-up of the
aforementioned publication, focuses on semi-automated
digital-twin development of a complex manufacturing
process along with models of the underlying equipment
where the digital twin is key to the automatic generation of
process-level FMECA development and its integration with
equipment-level FMECA for the development of an overall
system-level FMECA that relates the two and hence can be
readily applied towards large and complex manufacturing
processes.
The paper will conclude with the methodology adapted for
the digital twin creation and the automatic generation and
update of Process and Equipment FMECA for the process
and equipment at the Advanced Metal Finishing Facility
(AMFF) at Warner-Robins Air Logistics Complex (WRALC) (Figure 1). The results of the Process and Equipment
FMECA lead to the adaptation of the digital twins for each of
the chemical processing recipes with the corresponding

Figure 1: Application of digital twin for a Smart Manufacturing facility
manufacturing facility is a comprehensive understanding of
the different potential failures in all of the processing stages
that can lead to the product failing to meet its form fit and

equipment for each of the processing lines and provide the
ability for continuous health assessment of the processes,
drill down to their corresponding equipment health and
2
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facilitate guided troubleshooting, as necessary, for failure
root-cause isolation and mitigation/recovery. It is anticipated
that the same modeling methodology and software
integration and deployment strategy, if proven to be
successful at this facility, can be readily adapted for other
similar smart manufacturing centers.
2. DIGITAL TWIN FOR FAULT MANAGEMENT
An accepted definition of a digital twin comes from Baricelli
et.al., 2019, who described it as an intelligent virtual replica
of a real-life cyber-physical system (CPS) useful in all phases
of a system’s lifecycle. While advances in computational
sciences and simulation have led to various instantiations of
digital twins that serve different purposes, a digital twin for
fault management of a complex system has its set of unique
challenges and likely requires a solution that can be easily
developed and remains tractable and readily updateable
through the lifecycle of the equipment.
Minimizing the lifecycle cost of a complex system requires a
well-coordinated effort involving people of different
expertise. In effect, the model is one of the key means by
which people document and convey their understanding of
the system, as it relates to their fields of expertise. For
example, to the design engineer, the model could be a block
diagram with transfer functions, whereas to a maintenance
engineer, it is the schematic of replaceable components that
make up the system. The objective is to develop a modeling
methodology that is simple and intuitive enough so that
people of various disciplines can understand and relate to it,
yet powerful enough to be used during the entire lifecycle of
a system. A key difference between a model that describes
how an equipment operates versus how an equipment fails
stems from the operational boundaries or constraints on the

that is sometimes referred to as success space. A Goal
Function Tree (Johnson, 2013) is sometimes used to define
that space. Failures, however, lead to the system “reside”
outside that tight operational space. Often termed the failure
space, it is significantly larger and more divergent than the
success space and necessarily leads to the question as to what
is of importance to the various stakeholders that must be
modeled to define system behavior in the failure space.
Trying to model all the ways an equipment can fail can
quickly become prohibitively expensive even for relatively
simpler systems.
QSI’s TEAMS modeling methodology (Deb et. al, 1994,
Ghoshal et al., 1999, Deb and Ghoshal, 2001) solves this
aforementioned complexity by modeling the system from a
failure space perspective through the incorporation of
dependency relationships between functional failure effects
and their causes through a causal graph structure. The causal
graph model of the system captures functional failure effects
and the component hierarchy and connectivity in the system,
and relates the failure related effects, i.e., observations to
their potential causes in terms of component faults in the
connected hierarchical system (Figure 2).
The key to capturing the correct representation of the causal
graph is an understanding of the functional decomposition of
the system and using that knowledge to ascribe the functional
failures to their corresponding component faults and their
manifestations at their observation points, namely,
symptoms, alarms, error codes, effects and diagnostic and
prognostic tests. Fault propagation algorithms using the
physical and functional connectivity between the components
as captured from design documents or engineering judgment,
allows the digital twin to determine which functional effects
of faults propagate to which observation points. This explicit
relationship between faults and effects is utilized by machine

Figure 2: TEAMS Causal Graph Model representation of a system with a partial view of the design schematic of the
system on the right. (Both views are blurred intentionally to protect confidentiality of the system design information).
system function. To operate as desired, the equipment or
system must perform within a constrained operational space

reasoning capabilities of TEAMS to rapidly determine the
best explanation of observed failure behavior in terms of the
3
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underlying component fault(s) or degradation(s) thereby
leading to an accurate and effective fault management design
and decision-making. The causal relationship between faults,
functions and effects as established in the TEAMS digital
twin allows the tool to generate among others, detailed
FMECA documents where with some necessary
enhancements, it can relate process-level steps to the broader
functionalities necessary for their success and identify
corresponding failure modes, drilled down to the equipment
level, that can cause that process step to fail. In addition,
using attributes captured by the digital twin, we can readily
compute the Risk Priority Number (Riggs, 2018) that is a key
ingredient of any Process Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
(PFMEA).
The next section of the paper details the methodology
adopted to capture and automate the process for creating the
digital twins of each of the metal finishing processes at the
Advanced Metal Finishing Facility (AMFF) at Warner
Robins Air Logistics Center (WR-ALC). The section also
addresses the additional information capture and/or mapping
to existing TEAMS digital twin constructs required to
generate the combined Process and Equipment FMECA.
2.1. Application of the Digital Twin
Warner Robins Air Logistics Complex (WR-ALC), located
at the Robins Air Force Base, Georgia, serves as the primary

models of the C-130, E-8, and F-15, and other strategic
special aircraft. One of the critical, new, state-of-the-art
manufacturing facilities at WR-ALC is the Advanced Metal
Finishing Facility (AMFF). The AMFF is one of the largest
metal finishing facilities in the world with nine separate
automated metal plating and finishing lines with over 160
large chemical processing tanks in the wet area through
which metal aircraft parts are cleaned, plated and finished.
AMFF is used to finish both new and renewed metal aircraft
parts. It is a critical facility for aircraft parts depot
maintenance at Warner Robins.
While full automation of the complex metal finishing process
lead to significant benefit in workplace safety and
environment, the large number of metal finishing recipes that
are supported, associated equipment, their controls, their
timing and orchestration that comprise the entire metal
finishing process, often make it a significant challenge for
determination of root causes and remedy when any of the
acceptance tests for the finished aircraft part fails.
Qualtech Systems, Inc. (QSI) and WR-ALC are addressing
the above challenge with the proposed adaptation and
deployment of TEAMS® technology for designing and
implementing a consistent, systematic and repeatable
model-based process and methodology for Fault
Management Analysis, Design and Deployment for metal

Figure 3: QSI’s solution approach towards automated development of digital twin of a smart manufacturing
facility and generation of tailored Process and Equipment FMECA and Guided Troubleshooting
modernization, sustainment, and depot maintenance center
for a variety of aircraft, including the U-2, C-5, C-17, all
4
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Figure 4: Library of equipment used in Line 1 at the AMFF for all the different process recipes the line supports. (Figure has
been intentionally blurred to ensure confidentiality of the system design information)
finishing at the AMFF. The QSI technology with the use of
the proposed adaptations can also be readily deployed with
rapid benefits realization at other process-oriented
manufacturing facilities that are part of WR-ALC’s overall
Smart Manufacturing Ecosystem initiative (see video link:
https://youtu.be/D_eTd3QR384).
As a key step towards achieving the above goal, QSI and
WR-ALC team is adapting QSI’s commercial TEAMS
Designer product suite (Figure 3) towards rapid ingestion of
process and design-related information towards automated
digital twin development of the process and the equipment
(Steps 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 3) and the subsequent usage of the
digital twin for automated generation of Process-level Failure
Modes and Criticality Analysis also called Process-FMECA
(Step 4 in Figure 3). Process-FMECAs are an essential step
in the development and implementation of a Fault
Management of complex processes such as industrial
manufacturing and finishing of aircraft parts. The ProcessFMECA, integrated with Equipment-level FMECA, through
the usage of QSI’s TEAMS software will allow the Air Force
end-users such as the Chemical Engineers and Maintenance
Technicians at the AMFF to perform sensor gap analysis for
improved diagnostics as well as automatically generate and
display step-by-step troubleshooting procedures on the
technician’s PC, monitoring station or mobile devices (Step
5 in Figure 3). This ability can help in providing significant
benefits through rapid and consistent turn-around times for
finishing of aircraft parts and thereby increase aircraft
availability and their mission readiness.

3. INFORMATION CAPTURE AND AUTOMATION TOWARDS
DIGITAL TWIN DEVELOPMENT
The foundation of TEAMS® automated digital twin creation
that represents the various processes and equipment
configuration underlying the different metal finishing recipes
methodology is based on the following concepts:
First, we developed a library of individual models of each of
the tanks for each of the lines which could then be strung
together virtually much like the physical twin based on the
individual requirements of the metal finishing process,
thereby forming the entire digital twin for each process being
implemented with the corresponding equipment at the
facility.
Many complex manufacturing processes are implemented as
a string of equipment operating in an orchestrated manner as
part of a manufacturing/assembly line that are implementing
various steps of the manufacturing process. The AMFF at
WR-ALC is no exception. Each of the different
manufacturing lines at the AMFF essentially comprise of an
electromechanical hoist that can travel along the line and a
series of tanks along the line that fulfil specific steps in the
finishing process. For example, a Chromate Conversion
Coating process comprise of the following essential process
steps, namely Non-Etch Cleaning, Etch Cleaning, Rinsing,
Deoxidation and Chemical Conversion. Each of these process
steps are conducted at different tanks along the line with the
appropriate chemical composition in the tanks with specific
environmental controls, such as temperature, mechanical
stirring and the length of time the process step takes. Another
5
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metal finishing process on the same line may use the same set
of tanks but with different environment controls and in a
different sequence. An example of such a TEAMS library
comprising of all tanks and equipment are shown in Figure 4.

perform the same general functions are interchanged. For
example, if the process recipe for Chromate Conversion
Coating calls for a Post-Etch Rinse in Tank L1-070 (a coldwater rinse tank), but that tank is down due to maintenance,

Figure 5: Automated TEAMS digital twin development process for any Process Recipe
Second, we developed an XML-based method to capture the
process recipe and a Model Assembler which used the XML
Process recipe as a guide and automatically assembled the
entire digital twin of the Line for that Process Recipe using
elements from the TEAMS model element library for the
entire facility (Figure 5). The entire capability was developed
with a focus on ensuring that this methodology is sufficiently
general enough and can be rapidly adapted for autogeneration of TEAMS digital twins for other manufacturing
facilities.

the recipe and operators can use a different cold water rinse
tank such as L1-160. While this may not affect the
performance of the Chromate Conversion Coating Process,
this does affect the performance of a diagnostic model. In
order to correct this, typically another model would need to
be constructed, this time using L1-160 in place of L1-070.
Such reconfigurations in addition to the creation and potential
of modification of existing Process Recipes, necessitated a
flexible automated and rapidly deployable model generation
capability.

While Process Recipes and tank configurations/equipment
may not often change, there are times when tanks that

TEAMS Models can be imported to and exported from
TEAMS-Designer, QSI’s digital twin development and
analysis environment, in an XML format. For the purposes of

Figure 6: Process Recipe XML Schema Definition (XSD)
6
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Figure 7: A small section of the “Chromate Conversion Coating with Etch Cleaning” digital twin autogenerated by
TEAMS. (Figure has been intentionally blurred to ensure confidentiality of the system design information)
this solution deployment, QSI has developed a new XML
Schema Definition (XSD) that defines process recipes in an
XML format (Figure 6). The document specifies which tanks
in the library model are used, their order, their inputs and
outputs, and their various inter-tank interactions involved for
a process recipe. The document also specifies the various
intermediate and end-effects to be placed in the model for
improved Process FMEA modeling.
Once a user has developed a process recipe XML (that has
been validated for format and content with the XSD), it can
be used with the TEAMS Library Model XML (for the line
the recipe is conducted on) to produce a TEAMS model of
the process using the TEAMS Model Translator Application
(Figure 7). This process ensures ease in making updates
across all process recipe models, as the user will only need to

update the library model and re-run the TEAMS Model
Translator for the affected recipe models.
The output of the model creation process as implemented in
the “TEAMS Model Translator” is an XML version of the
TEAMS model of the entire Process Recipe as implemented
in that AMFF line with all the equipment, failure modes,
diagnostic tests, alarms, interim and end-effects. The fully
functional XML model can be loaded in TEAMS Designer
which has been enhanced and adapted for the automatic
creation of Process and Equipment FMECA and combining
them, if desired, for the generation of a system-level
comprehensive FMECA tailor-made for each Process Recipe
and their corresponding line and their equipment.

Figure 8: Process FMEA (PFMEA) elements as described in AS13004 and corresponding TEAMS elements that are
adapted to align with the AS13004 PFMEA constructs
7
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4. AUTOMATIC PROCESS AND EQUIPMENT FMECA
GENERATION FROM THE TEAMS DIGITAL TWIN
In order to generate the PFMEA as per the Air Force
preferred AS13004 format, we needed to capture additional
process related data that are not part of a traditional graphical
causal model used for fault diagnostics and prognostics
design. Some of the AS13004 data elements are currently
captured in the models developed in TEAMS-Designer, and
for some elements, we have designed and enhanced various
TEAMS data capture fields as well built-in methodologies to
generate some of the AS13004 PFMEA constructs. A key
objective towards making those enhancements was an
attempt to ensure that the model developer community can
readily capture such information with minimal relearning of
any user interface and leverage most of the use cases for the
existing TEAMS modeling constructs.
The AS13004 PFMEA data that we can currently capture in
TEAMS-Designer, and the TEAMS data fields we adapted
and enhanced to capture the rest of the AS13004 entities are
shown in Figure 8. The data elements that could be readily
mapped and modeled in TEAMS-Designer for PFMEA,
using existing elements are shown in Green, and data
elements that were captured through additional
enhancements and retooling are shown in yellow in Figure 8.

•

Occurrence (Non-Conforming Parts (PPM) captured
under Reliability tab of Failure modes properties
windows)

•

Detection Controls (Modeled
score/lowest difficulty)

•

Detection (Captured as Test Difficulty of a Test that
detects the Failure mode)

test

with

lowest

The following section describes TEAMS adaptations for
some of the key data elements of AS13004 PFMEA.
Failure Severity in AS13004 standard ranges from 1-10. In
TEAMS-Designer, we decided to capture these severity
rankings under the effect Properties as effect severity for that
operating or manufacturing operational phase as shown in
Figure 9. While generating Process and Equipment FMECA,
we will use the highest severity among all the effects that
result from the failure mode listed in the Potential cause of
the failure column in the PFMEA.

Details of the AS13004 PFMEA report columns and the
corresponding TEAMS element in parenthesis that we
capture in TEAMS-Designer model are shown below. We
chose the following interpretation of the AS13004 constructs
after consulting subject matter experts from WR-ALC who
are well versed in the AMFF metal finishing processes as
well as experts in risk and reliability analysis.
•

Operation (Phase/Sequence of system modes)

•

Step (System mode Sequence # corresponding to
mission/phase)

•

Process Function/Description (Process
captured in Effect Node Properties),

•

Requirements (Requirements captured in Effect Node
Properties),

•

Potential Failure Mode (Effect Outcome Name),

•

Potential Effect(s)
Description)

•

Severity (Effect Severity which can differ based on the
Phase)

•

Classification (N/A)

•

Potential Cause(s) of Failure (Failure Modes causing the
effect modeled as failure modes in the model)

•

Prevention Controls (Compensating Provisions captured
in failure mode properties)

of

Failure

(Effect

description

Outcome

Figure 9: AS13004 Severity risk captured as an effect
severity in TEAMS Designer
The Potential Causes of Failure element of the PFMEA are
directly mapped to failure modes in the TEAMS model that
can cause certain effects. The failure modes are the lowest
level modules in the TEAMS-Designer model. For
Prevention Control column, we utilize the Compensating
Provision field available in Failure Mode properties dialog as
shown in Figure 10.
Occurrence score in PFMEA captures the relative ranking of
the likelihood of the Failure Mode being caused by the
Potential Cause of Failure identified earlier. We capture this
as a modified failure rate field that currently exists in the
8
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Figure 10: Potential cause(s) of failure and Prevention Control
Failure Mode properties as a simple drop-down that is
consistent with the distribution intervals of the Process PPM
element in AS13004.
Detection Controls are a key element in PFMEA because of
its role in generating the Risk Priority Number (RPN). In
TEAMS model Detection Controls are the tests modeled to
detect the Failure Modes (Potential Causes(s) of Failure in
PFMEA). Detection is the rank associated with the Detection
Control based on the ease/difficulty of detecting the specific
failure mode. For capturing Detection scoring in the TEAMS
model, we have decided to introduce new element called Test
Difficulty that captures the ease of performing the test as
shown in Figure 11. This allows us to use the test with the
lowest detection (easiest to perform) ranking, in the Risk
Priority Number (RPN) calculation.
RPN, as per AS13004 (Riggs, 2018 and the SAE AS13004
standard), is calculated by multiplying the highest severity
failure mode number with the highest occurrence potential
failure and multiplied with lowest detection score.
Accordingly, in TEAMS-Designer, we compute RPN using
the following fields as stated – Severity, i.e., the highest
severity Effect caused by the failure mode, is multiplied with
Occurrence, i.e., the failure mode Occurrence score,
multiplied with Detection, which is the lowest Difficulty
score among all test s that detect the failure mode, i.e., the
lowest score (easiest to perform) test that can detect the
failure mode.
See Figure 12 for an automatically generated combined
Process and Equipment FMECA with color-coded RPN
number. The color-coding scheme, which is customizable,
was provided by the WR-ALC subject matter experts as part
of their desired AS13004 compliant PFMEA template.

Figure 11: Test Detection Score captured as Test Difficulty
in TEAM Model
As part of implementation method for creation of the
AS13004 PFMEA and its combination with the existing
Equipment FMECA, TEAMS-Designer performs the
analysis using the digital twin represented by the causal graph
model of the specific process and equipment. The analyses
include rapid computation of dependency-matrices for
different selected System Modes (key operational steps of the
processes such as those that require changing and/or turning
on or off of the individual equipment such as valves, pumps
etc.) and the generation of the FMECA information derived
from that process-step and operating mode-specific
dependency relationship between the equipment failure
causes and process failure related effects captured in the
digital twin. We use an XML based schema driven open
9
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Figure 12: An Excel spreadsheet view of a combined Process and Equipment FMECA for a specific metal finishing
recipe at AMFF (Figure has been intentionally blurred to ensure confidentiality of the system design information).
approach that allows ready transformation of the FMECA
information using stylesheets towards the creation of the
FMECAs in interactive HTML, Excel as well as PDF using
the exact format as specified in the template provided by WRALC subject matter experts (Figure 12).
5. CONCLUSIONS
Significant life cycle cost savings can be achieved through
improved fault management design of a smart manufacturing
facility through effective usage of a digital twin-based system
engineering approach. Rapid generation and updating of the
digital twin is key to ensuring its relevance and continue
providing the desirable benefits from its usage throughout the
life cycle of the manufacturing facility through all its
configuration changes and technology refreshes. The
adoption of a digital twin such as TEAMS can address such
aspects of Fault Management design and operations spanning
Design for Testability, Process and Equipment FMECA
generation, continuous asset health monitoring and guided
troubleshooting.
Developing a useful and easy-to-develop and update digital
twin for fault management can be challenging. The paper
discusses one such approach that uses the common
knowledge representation of the system through the capture
of a causal graph model in the form of a functional failure

effect dependency model that can be used at every stage of
the system lifecycle and can provide the basis for real-time
health assessment, condition monitoring and guided
troubleshooting. Usage of such high-level causal models as
fault management digital twin readily lends itself towards
rapid automation and extension and enhancement of its
analytical capabilities such as towards modeling processes
and generating Process FMEAs as described in the paper.
Using the automated methodology developed as described in
the paper, QSI successfully generated comprehensive
Process and Equipment FMECAs for all 50 metal finishing
recipes that are currently in use for all of the lines in the
AMFF for usage by the AMFF engineers. QSI is currently
helping WR-ALC institutionalize this capability and
knowledge with the digital twins as the cornerstone for the
AMFF engineers whereby they can rapidly update the digital
twins and generate additional FMECAs based on any
configuration change, equipment changes and recipe
modifications.
As part of our ongoing research, we anticipate extension of
such fault management digital twins with causal reasoning in
the areas of cross system fault propagation and impact
assessment for highly modular applications such as the
NASA’s Lunar Gateway in the near future.

10
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